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Abstract The growing need for ad hoc establishment of an entities real-life identity). Alternately, every node may
security associations (SA) in networks that may include re- be assigned a 160-bit or 128-bit ID, which is the crypto-
source constrained nodes has sparkled renewed interest in of the descriptive string. For ta Alice
key predistribution schemes (KPS). KPSs which employ g h
only inexpensive symmetric cryptographic primitives also described by a string A = "Alice B. Cryptographer, Any-
support ID-based distribution of secrets to eliminate the Town USA," can be assigned an ID which is the SHA hash
need for dissemination of certificates or other public values,
KPSs are however susceptible to collusions. The complexity
associated with deployment and use of any KPS that can re- assigns private keys (corresponding to the chosen public
strict collusions of very large number of nodes is influenced key) to every entity. Thus unlike certificates based schemes
by several factors like bandwidth overheads, computational where the private keys are chosen by the entities, for iden-
complexity, storage requirements, overheads for distributing
secrets etc. We introduce a class of simple scalable KPSs tity based approaches the private keys are assigned to each
with several compelling advantages over other KPSs in the entity by a KDC. While IBE schemes eliminate the over-
literature. heads needed for dissemination of certificates, they are in

general computationally more expensive than certificates
I. INTRODUCTION based public key schemes.

A key distribution scheme (KDS), typically consisting of A. ID-based Key Predistribution Schemes
a key distribution center (KDC) and N nodes, is a mech- Key predistribution schemes (KPS) cater for ID-based
anism for distributing secrets to all nodes in the network approaches for key distribution, and employ only symmet-
to facilitate establishment of "cryptographic bonds," or se- ric cryptographic primitives. A KPS consists of a key dis-
curity associations (SA) between the nodes. While many tribution center (KDC) and N nodes with unique IDs. The
types of SAs like one-to-one, one-to-many, and group SAs KDC chooses a set of P secrets S. Each node is provided
are possible, in this paper we limit ourselves to one-to-one with a set of k secrets. The set of k secrets provided to a
SAs which facilitate mutual authentication through pair- node A (a node with ID A), viz., SA, is a function of S (the
wise shared secrets. secrets chosen by the KDC) and the ID A of the node. Or
While schemes based on the symmetric Needham-

Schroeder protocol [1] (like Kerberos) demand very low re- SA = .F(§, A). (1)
source requirements for participating nodes, the need for
the ongoing involvement of a trusted server renders such Anytwo ndesAnd B ith secrt tyAand ocirepectively, can independently discover a security associationapproaches unsuitable for many application scenarios. Per- (SA) KAB as
haps the most common approach in scenarios where ad
hoc authentication is necessary is the use of public key KAB =A(§a, B) = B (§b, A) (2)
schemes in conjunction with one or more certificate author-
ities. However the computational overheads required for where $a C $A and $b C $B. In other words, node A
asymmetric cryptographic primitives and the bandwidth employs a subset of m Sa of the k SA secrets
overheads for exchanging public key certificates (or certifi- assigned to A and the public ID of B to evaluate the shared
cate chains [4]) can render such approaches unsuitable in secret KAB. Node B on the other hand, employs a subset
many application scenarios. of its secrets and the public ID of node A to evaluate KAB.

For some KPSs m = k. In other words all k secrets of a
Morbasedrencnptly sev lID schemes or node A need to be used by A to evaluate an SA with anyID-based encryption (IBE) schemes [2], [3] have also re-noeThraloxitKSsfrwchm«k

ceived substantial attention. For such schemes the unique The alsnmer onds Nor the maiu nw
ID assigned to any entity simultaneously serves as the cer-
tified public key. ID-based approaches facilitate entities to size) that can be assigned secrets is only limited by the

choose meaningful IDs, like a descriptive string that reflects number of bits used for representing the ID of each node,
as each node requires a unique ID. As in IBE schemes,

Mahalingam Ramkumar, Department of Computer Science and En- nodes may also choose meaningful strings as IDs (or cryp-
gineering, Mississippi State University, Mississippi. tographic hashes of such strings). Unfortunately KPSs are
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susceptible to collusions of nodes. An attacker who has requiring a very high level of collusion resistance (or large
exposed all secrets from many nodes may be able to com- n). We highlight why existing KPSs are not well suited for
promise SAs between nodes that have not been physically facilitating large n. In Section 4 we introduce a variant of
compromised. An n-secure KPS can resist a coalition of MBK, hashed MBK (HMBK) and compare performance of
up to n nodes pooling their secrets together. the two schemes. Conclusions are offered in Section 5.

For most n-secure KPSs k oc n, and P oc n2. For some II. KEY PREDISTRIBUTION SCHEMESKPSs the number of secrets that need to be used to eval-
uate the SA, m, may be smaller than k, while for some KPSs can be broadly classified into non scalable and scal-
m = k. Obviously one can improve the collusion resistance able KPSs. An example of a non scalable KPS is the "ba-
of any KPS by choosing a "large enough" k oc n. For ex- sic" KPS where for a network size of N, the KDC chooses
ample, if a KPS can resist collusions of say several tens or P = (N) secrets and each node is assigned k = N - 1 se-
even hundreds of thousands of nodes, their susceptibility to crets. The basic KPS is not susceptible to collusions. In
collusions may not be a practical concern. Unfortunately, other words, secrets exposed from devices A1 ... An will
improving collusion resistance of KPSs is accompanied by not reveal any information about secrets between any two
an increase in resource requirements - both for the nodes nodes B and C where B, C ~{Al, A2, ... A,,}. However,
and the KDC. with a limitation of 0(n) storage, only a network size of n
The resource requirements of a KPS has several com- is feasible.

ponents. While the resource requirements for the KDC While the ever increasing capabilities of storage implies
may not be a severely mitigating factor, for very large that even network sizes of several tens of millions can be
networks this would also require consideration. As every very easily realized using a nonscalable KPS (after all 10

networKs~~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~mllo 64-bi secrets resuiresra mere 80 MB ofS estora enode may approach the KDC to obtain their secrets, we million 64-bit secrets requires a mere 80 MB of storage),
would require that the KDC be able to compute the se- one of the reasons why non scalable KPSs are still undesir-
crets required for any node (by executing function .F(A) able is that we ideally require a very large ID-space (160-
for node A) in a reasonable amount of time, with rea- bit IDs) even if the actual number of deployed nodes may
sonable demands on storage and computational complex- be only millions (say 224). Without a priori knowledge of
ity. The resource requirements for each node to compute the IDs that will be deployed, predistribution of pairwise

pairwise secrets - for example for nodes A and B to ex- secrets for just the 224 nodes is cumbersome. In such situa-pairwise secrets -for example for nodes A and B to ex-tinwhevraewodjisantok,vryxsigecute 9($A, B) 9($B, A) = KAB) - however deserves tions, whenever a new node joins a network, every existing
more consideration especially in scenarios involving re- node should be provided a secret corresponding to the new

source constrained nodes. The resources required for this node
purpose could take many forms like storage complexity, A. Scalable KPSs
computational complexity, memory complexity, number of
secrets used for evaluating 5() etc. Thus the overall cost Scalable KPSs on the other hand (with the same limita-
associated with any KPS could be a weighted sum of sev- tion of k =(¢)(n)) can support unrestricted network sizes,
eral components. but can only tolerate collusions of n nodes pooling their se-Whlcomtheentspeci weights may change with changes in crets together. Thus the scalability of scalable KPSs comes

W lgitanv ing at the price of sacrificing their resistance to collusion. Thattechnology, in general, for application scenarios nvolvngtradeoffs between scalability and collusion resistance are
resource constrained nodes, storage is perhaps the least ex-
pensive of resources. For example, for battery operated de- thp fiblt KPS ir th litedbett [
vices (as most resource constrained devices are expected to
fall under this category) the need to prolong battery life will A.1 Blom's Scheme
call for the use of low power processors. However, increas- In the Blom's polynomial based KPS [5] the KDC
ing the storage capabilities of such devices (for example chooses a (k-i)-degree symmetric polynomial in two van-
with flash memory) may not have much effect on the bat-
tery life. Storage is the resource with the fastest Moore's ablesover q={0,1,...,q-1},
law growth rate, especially for mobile devices. Thus, ef- k-i k-i
ficient KPSs should strive to take advantage of cheaper fQ(, y) = a 3aijxiyi mod q, x, y,aij eC 7. (3)
resources to reduce their dependence on more expensive i=o j=o
resources. This is the motivation for a class of novel KPSs
presented in this paper. where aij = aji are P = (k) independent secrets chosen

In Section 2 of this paper we provide an overview of sev- by the KDC from 7q Every node is assigned a unique ID
eral KPSs. In Section 3 we present the new KPS, multiple froml 74. A node A (node with public ID1 A E z ) re-
basic key distribution (MBK) and discuss several advan- 1Thus q should be a 128-bit or 160-bit prime in order to facilitate
tages of MBK over existing KPSs, especially for scenarios ID-based allocation of secrets.
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ceives gA(x) f(x, A) securely. Note that gA(x) has k A.4 Random Allocation of Subset (RAS)
coefficients. These k correspond to k secrets assigned to Many KPS based on random allocation of a subset (RAS)
node A by the KDC. Now two nodes A and B can calcu- of k keys to every node from a pool of P keys chosen by
late KAB = KBA = f(A, B) = f(B, A) = gA(B) = gB(A) the KDC, have been proposed. In such schemes the SA
independently.,independently.

[ ('] nodes attacker construct (shared secret) between any two nodes is a function of all
By compromising 'Ky21 nodes an attacker can construct KPS secrets that are common to both nodes. Such schemes

P equations required to solve for the P unknowns (the se- are extensions of techniques in [7] - [9] that relied on deter-
crets chosen by the KDC) and compromise the KPS com- ministic strategies for allocation of subsets of keys to every
pletely. However as long as 2< 'K21] nodes are compro- node. Dyer et al [10] were was the first to point out the
mised, the attackers cannot reveal any "extra" secret (ie. simplicity and effectiveness of random subset allocations.
secrets other than those revealed from the compromised Dyer's strategy has also been used for broadcast authenti-
nodes). The failure of Blom's KPS thus occurs catastroph- cation [11], and more recently, in the context of securing
ically. Blom's scheme requires about k - 2n keys in each sensor networks [12].
node to be n-secure. In ID-based RAS schemes [13], [14] the indices of the se-

crets assigned to every node is tied to the node ID through
A.2 Probabilistic Assurances a one-way function. For example in [14] a public function
More generally, KPSs can be considered as (n,,p)-secure, F(A) = {A1, A2,... Ak}, 1 < Ai < P 1 < i < k (5)

where an attacker who has exposed all secrets from n nodes
can expose only a fraction p of all pairwise SAs. De- determines the k of the P indices of secrets assigned to
terministic KPSs (like the two schemes by Blom) can be node A. Two nodes A and B can determine the intersecting
seen as special cases of probabilistic KPSs (PKPS) where indices (corresponding to the secrets both A and B possess)
p takes only binary values - 0 or 1. For PKPSs p is a con- by computing F(A) n F(B), and use all common secrets to
tinuous function of n. More specifically, for probabilistic derive the SA KAB.
KPSs p is a monotonically increasing function of n where If we desire a scheme for which p(n') < p(n) = 6, Vn' <
0 < p(n) <1. n, and also desire to minimize the number of keys k as-

For a network size of N there are (Nf) possible pairwise signed to every node, the optimal choice of = k/P - ___
SAs. With n' compromised nodes, ideally we would wish for which k = e(n+ 1) log(1/p) [15]. As any two nodes share
that (Nni ) SAs should still be safe. For deterministic only $k = m = elog(1/p) secrets (on an average), only m
KPSs all (Nin ) SAs are safe (with probability 1) as long of the k secrets are used for evaluation of any SA. Note
a , (N) A that irrespective of the size of n, the number of secrets mas~~~~~n'< n. Hoevr fo n'>n l Ss(n l

that will be used for evaluating any SA iS the same (as msecrets of the KDC) can be compromised by the attacker. does not depend on n). However, to determine the m in-In the case of PKPSs, an attacker who has pooled together deseno dep on A Hoee, todetermie thevmlin-all~~~~~sert.rm~ndscneps rcinpo h tersecting indices of A an B, both nodes have to evaluateall secrets from n nodes can expose a fraction p of the
(N--n) SAs. Unlike deterministic KPSs (where the failure F(A) n F(B) - the complexity of which is 0(k).

2 Extensions of RAS schemes with LM-KPS [6] - or hashedof the KPS occurs catastrophically) PKPSs fail gracefully random preloaded subsets (HARPS) have also been pro-
(with increasing nt). posed [15]. For HARPS [15] F(A) generates k hash depths

A.3 LM-KPS (between 1 and L) in addition to the k indices.

Leighton and Micali [6] were the first to propose a KPS III. A NEW CLASS OF KPSs
(LM-KPS) with probabilistic assurances. In the LM-KPS, In the "basic" KDS, for a network of N nodes the KDC
defined by two parameters (k, L), the KDC chooses a set of chooses (N) secrets and each node is provided with N - 1
P = k secrets {K1 ... Kk}, and each node is provided with secrets. The primary problem with the basic KDS is that
a set of k secrets. The k secrets provided to each node are it does not scale very well. A trivial scalable extension of
repeatedly hashed versions (uniformly distributed between basic KDS is to employ several such independent "small
1 and L times) of the secrets chosen by the KDC. Thus scale" deployments of basic KDSs in parallel.
node A is provided with secrets

A. MBK
SA = {K6'l,K422 . Kkk}, 1 < -ai < L (4) In the "multiple" basic KDS (MBK), m such indepen-

dent deployments, each catering only for a network size of
where K17 = hi (Ki) represents the result of successive hash- M, are used. Together, the m systems cater for practically
ing of Ki, j times using a secure hash function h(). The unrestricted network sizes. We will assume that each node
parameter L is the "maximum hash depth." For LM-KPS, is assigned a b-bit ID (say b =128 or 160), which we shall
the upper bound for k is ©(i't3) [6], [15]. refer to as the "long ID." Corresponding to the long ID
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of each node, are m "short-IDs," each log2 (M) bits long. output of the one-way function f () is uniformly distributed
More specifically, for a node A (node with long ID A) a between 1 and M, the probability that a node C has access
simple public one-way function to Ki(ai, bi) is

f(A,i) = ai, 1 < i < m (6) Pr{c2 E {aM,bi}} a M 1Pr~~ci c ~ai,bill M2 21M~~ (9)
where ais are uniformly distributed2 between 1 and M is
employed to determine the short-IDs (of node A). Similarly

whr th prxmto od o ag .Tepoa
employedtodeterminethemshort-IDss(ofnode A).illbeddS rl bility that an attacker who has access to all secrets from

the mbn nodes (that does not include A and B) cannot discover
f(B, i), 1 < i <m. Si = K (a, bi) is c((n) = (1_-y)n. Thus the probability p(n)
The KDC chooses m sets of secrets §1 S§, where each that the attacker can compromise all m such Sis shared by
setcnsist of |) secrets3set consists of ( seA and B (and thus determine KAB) iS

i = {Ki(jil, j2)} 1 < i < m, 1 < il j2 < M, (7) p(n) = (1-(n))m n)(1-(1-
and Ki(jl,j2) =Ki(j2,jl). Now a node A with short IDs - (1-e-nK)m (1 - e- )M (10)
a1, a2, ... am, is provided with M secrets from each of the where the first approximation follows from the well known
m systems - corresponding to the short-ID in each system. identity (1 - l/x)x - e-1 for large x.
Specifically, node A with short IDs is provided with k =
m x M secrets B. Choice of Parameters m and M

SA = {Kj(ali, j)}, 1 < i < m, 1 < j < WI. (8) Due to the freedom in choice of the parameters m and
{K-(a~,j)},1. i . m, 1 M. (8)M there are many possible choices (of combinations of m

Node B, likewise, is provided with k Mm secrets $B - and M) to achieve the requirement. To understand the
{K (b, j)} . implication of different choices, we should first consider the
Nodes A and B can now independently discover m shared effect of the parameters on the nature of the complexity

secrets Si = Ki (ai, bi) = Ki (bi, ai). Note that by executing introduced (computation, storage etc.) .
fP(A i) and f(B i) (m times, for 1 < i < m) both nodes 1. The storage required by each node is k = mM.

can*determinethei respectie sr Is {(a b} in alm1 2 The computational complexity of the public function iscan determine their respective short 1L)S (tai, bi) J in all Tm
OT) oeseiial,ec oehst efr

schemes. All Si "elementary shared secrets" are used to )(m). More specifically, each node has to perform 2m
deietepiws*ertKB computations of the public function f ().

3. The number of symmetric cipher operations for evalu-
A. 1 Analysis ating a pairwise SA is also m.

MBK provides probabilistic assurances. Firstly note that In any scenario where multiple secrets are used, it is com-

.. . . ~~~~~~monpractice to encrypt all secrets using a single masterthere is a finite probability that two nodes with different secret, as protecting a single master secret may be easier.long IDs may be assigned the same set of m short IDs Suhecytdscescnnwb trdi nrtce
(1092M-bits~~~~~eah) Th.rbblt fti vn oee

Such encrypted secrets can now be stored in unprotected
(log2ryloM -bitshesac) T heprobabilityot eventhoee storage locations (say pluggable storage or even storage ac-
iv l102M-bit theasameasncth porobxabilit ofocollisioninacessible over a network). Whenever the secrets have to be

m log2M-bitasho. Fr e l-64Xf10/2 -320 used however, they have to be fetched from storage, de-1024 this probability iS a miniscule 26X 1/2 - 232Whatthis profrec eiability ofanminiattacke2 crypted, and used. As an example many home devicesWhatis f geatr cncen i th ablit ofan ttakercould store their secrets (encrypted) in a desktop com-who has managed to extract all mM secrets from n nodes.colstrthisees(nryedinaekopom
Let uasdfnaeb pt ethrobablity that an a wod puter and use unprotected wireless channels to access the

(that does not required secrets (whenever necessary), from the desktophas pooled together all secrets from n nodes that does not omputer.
include A and B), can determine KAB.inotude thatdthe secrneteKrm(ab)ise not- uniquetonodes As yet another example, in wireless sensor networks sen-

Aoan B.at theseretiaprobabiity that smetnodeC sors could be deployed with all secrets stored in a base
the attackTher'spool of cpromabisedythat senodesm a he station. The secrets of a sensor A (stored in the base sta-the attacker's pool of compromised nodes) may also have to)i nrpe sn ertta skonol ondthe ecrt K~a~,b~) if (C,i) cj e{a~ b~} Asthe tion) iS encrypted using a secret that is known only to node

A. Compromise of the base station will not reveal the se-

2The function f() could be a pseudo-random bit stream generator, crets of node A (even if the base station stores the secrets
where each instance of execution of f() calls for generation lg2 M of all nodes a single-point of failure is avoided). In such
bits. Alternately it could be the lastlog2 (M) LSBs of a hash function a scenario while a sensor may be assigned a large num-
operating on the values A and i
3Apart from the (t2) secrets of the form K.,(ji,j2),ji 7 j2, the ber (k - mMI) of secrets, a sensor with vi neighbors may

system also includes M secrets of the form K, (j, jl), 1 . i< M. require to use at most vm secrets. The vm secrets alone
Note that (M+1) =(i2') ± M. could be fetched from the base station.
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In situations where the secrets have to be fetched over a intractable for an attacker (for such low values of p). The
wireless network the value m has obvious implications on resources demanded by such an MBK system are
wireless bandwidth. Even in situations where the secrets 1. a mere 1 MB of storage (assuming that each of the k
are stored in pluggable storage it is always beneficial to re- secrets are 64-bits long);
duce m. The number of secrets (im) to be fetched from the 2. m = 64 of the k = 131, 072 secrets to be fetched from
storage media, decrypted and used (for evaluation of any storage, and used in symmetric cipher operations to dis-
SA), has significant implications on the complexity. The cover the pairwise SA;
total number of stored secrets k = mM however may have 3. 2m executions of a pseudo random function f(.,.) which
very little impact. Thus while we would like to achieve returns a log2 M-bit (11-bit) uniformly distributed random
the desired (n, p)-security (or p(n) < d where d is suffi- number.
ciently small) with as little storage k = mM as possible, If we desire to increase n by a factor 64 (or n > 45000, and
it is indeed advantageous to reduce m to as low a value as p((n) < 2-64), all we need to do is to increase M by the
possible, even if it implies increasing storage k = mM. same factor to M = 131072 = 217 (keeping m = 64), for a

Seeing that m = k/M, we can reqwrite Eq (10) as total storage requirement of 64 MB. Note that the increase

2n log(1/p) 2n in computational complexity is insignificant - now f(.,.)
k -xlog(-ex) where x = (11) generates log2(M) = 17-bit random numbers instead of

11-bit random numbers, and the complexity of symmetric
Minimizing k calls for maximixing -x log(1 - eX), which cipher operations is still the same as earlier.
occurs when e-x = 1/2, or x = log(2). Now substituting If we desire to reduce m to 32 we need to increase M to
e-M=1/2 in Eq (10), we have 315,621 (resulting in a storage requirement of 81 MB). In

practice it is convenient to make M a power of 2 (for effi-
I

- 1 cient implementation of the public function f()). So we
p\1-1-/2] 2m could choose M - 218 and m =36 to meet the same

m 1og2 (1/p ) log(1/p)/log(2) (12) requirement (p(45000) < 2-64), calling for a storage of
M 2n't/ log(2) 2.885n slightly over 75 MB. Alternately we could choose M = 219

k c mM (log(2))2 4-16nlog(1/p) and m = 24, calling for 96 MB storage.
Recall that the security of PKPSs reduce gracefully when

If we desire to reduce m by a factor a (to m =-A we need . 19
2 n~~ ~ ~~~~~~~a 'n increases. For the scheme with M = 219,m = 24 for

e- = 1 - 1/2a, to achieve the desired p(n). Thus we need instance, an attacker has to compromise all secrets from
to increase M' (and therefore k' =M'm') to over 132,000 nodes to discover one in 232 (4 billion) SAs.

M'=2n/ log(1 -1/2a) To discover one in 220 (a million) SAs the attacker has to
expose all secrets from over 216,000 nodes.

'=m'M' = mM log(1- 1/2) (13)
a log(1- 1/2a) C. Deployment of MBK

The table below depicts the tradeoffs involved in reducing In a practical realization of MBK upto m independent
m (by a factor a) vs the corresponding increase in the stor- KDCs could be employed. A node A may be provided with
age k = mM (or the factor kl log(1-1/2) in Eq (13)): one unique secret for every KDC. Each KDC may deliver M

k alog(1-1/2a) KPS secrets to the node (encrypted with the unique secret)
a 2 3 4 5 6 8 either over a wired network or even optical storage media.
k'/k 1.204 1.730 2.685 4.366 7.336 22.137 The node A could then extract each secret, and store it

In other words, decreasing m by a factor of 3 (from the in some convenient media (like flash card) which could be
value that minimizes k for the desired p(n)) would require plugged into any mobile / handheld device. Apart from
increasing storage k by a factor 1.73 (or increasing M by a a secret stored in the mobile device used for encrypting
factor 3 x 1.73). In many scenarios this may be an advanta- the secrets stored in the flash memory card, the secrets
geous trade-off as the value of m more directly translates to could also be encrypted with a password of the user. Thus
use of resources than k, especially if storage is inexpensive. an attacker may not be able to access secrets from stolen

devices (flash cards). In other words, for compromising
B.1 Numerical Example 50,000 nodes, an attacker needs to enlist 50,000 willing
As a numerical example, an MBK scheme with parame- colluders. Even in very large networks (perhaps hundreds

ters M = 2048, m = 64 is (n = 710,p= 2-64)-secure (or of millions of nodes) assimilating such a large number of
p(n) = 2-64). In other words, an attacker who has exposed willing colluders may be infeasible for any attacker.
k; mM =131, 072 secrets each from n1= 710 nodes, can Each KDC can utilize a different master secret Mi and
discover one in 264 pairwise SAs. Note that even discov- a strong one-way hash function h(). All KDCs however
ering which SAs can be compromised is computationally agree on the public function f(., .). To assign M secrets to
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node A, the KDC i computes ai f (A, i) and proceeds to TABLE I
COMPARISON OF BLOM'S POLYNOMIAL (BP) SCHEME, RAS ANDcompute M secrets

MBK.

Ki(ai, j) = h(Mi, ai, j), 1 < j < M (14) KPS Total Storage (k) m CPF CKDC

that will be delivered to A. Note that even if M is several BP 2n 2n None 0(k2)
millions, any desktop class computer performing the job RAS (n + 1)e log(1/p) e log(1/p) 0(k) 0(k)
of the KDC should require mere seconds to compute all MBK 4.16nlog(1/p) elog(1/p) 0(m) 0(k)
keys for a node. Apart from reducing the resources of each
KDC, using m independent KDCs can also reduce concerns
regarding abuse of powers by a single all powerful escrow. Furthermore, unlike MBK where it is possible to reduce

m (by increasing k) for RAS schemes m cannot be reduced
D. MBK vs Other KPSs below log(1/p) to achieve (n,p)-security. Reducing m be-
D.1 Blom's KPS low the optimal value (for a desired (n, p)-security, that

minimizes k) implies reducing ( and increasing k such that
To see why Blom's scheme is not very practical for re- m = $k is reduced. It is easy to see that m cannot be

sisting large collusions, consider the overheads required reduced below log(1/p) even if k - oc. For large k and
for a 50000-secure Blom's scheme. In such a scheme the << 1/n, ((1 _ )n l(1-nt) for << 1/n. Thus
KDC may choose a master secret M and generate each of
(100000) - 5 billion secrets on demand, or just store the 5 p(n) (1 1-)n)=k (1-
billion secrets as the storage required for the KDC is not (1m-e-m
prohibitive. Each node is provided with k = 100, 000 se- V
crets. In order to compute the secrets (coefficients of the In other words, even when 0 and k oc, m
polynomial) for node A the KDC has to perform over 5 cannot be reduced below log(l/p) to ensure (n, p)-security.
billion finite field operations. This is obviously expensive. However, the biggest drawback of RAS schemes comes
While the storage required for 100,000 secrets for each from the complexity of the public function F(A) n F(B)

node is not very high4 (less than 2 MB) the computational that have to be computed by nodes A and B to deter-
complexity is very high. For calculating a pairwise shared mine the m 121 shared indices. Computing this would
secret each node has to fetch all its 100,000 secrets and ine pseudo-rando gneri ofp2t(ve 10 mill
perform 100,000 finite field operations. Even using asym- uniorlypdibrandomg numbers Whier timay:~~~~~~~~~uniformly distributed random numbers. While this maymetric cryptographic primitives may involve less compu- still be far less expensive than Blom's scheme, the complex-
tational complexity than Blom's scheme if we desire large ity of the public function renders RAS schemes unsuitable
n2. for large n.

D.2 RAS Table I provides a ready comparison of different KPSs
in terms of the relationships between 1) total storage (k),

For RAS schemes [15] 2) number of secrets that need to be used for evaluating
and SA (m) and 3) complexity of public functions (CPF)

P(12) =(1 -((1 - ())k (15) and 4) Complexity for KDC (CKDC) for a desired level of
collusion resistance, (nt, p) .

where = k/P. The optimal choice of ( that minimizes Blom s is pen
k, shuld aximze~( ~n, wich i = 1(n +1) -

Blom's scheme iS p erhaps unsuited for scenarios demand-k, should maximize a(1- makwhich is of 7i(en+ 1)e ing n even of the order of hundreds, as for larger n the
1/n (for large o). Once again making use of the identities computational complexity may be comparable to that of
(1 H- 1/a)X e for larget and log(1-p) -y for Y « asymmetric schemes. RAS schemes on the other hand may
1, we can easily see that k enelog(1/p) for = 1/n2. be unsuitable for n greater than a few thousands as the
The average number of shared secrets between any two complexity of the public function becomes expensive. The
nodes is m = elog(1/p). MBK on the other hand requires only bottle-neck for MBK (with (0(x) complexity) is stor-
k = Mm - 4.16nlog(1/p) for the choice of M = 2.885n. age.
In other words, MBK requires storage larger by a factor
4.16 - 1.53 compared to RAS. Thus RAS scheme to meet IV. HASHED MBK
the requirement p(45000) -_ 2-64 would require only kthe equiemenp(4000) 264 ouldrequre oly k A simple extension of the MBK scheme, the hashed MBK
5482750 (a little less than 42 MB storage). RAS would ( cimp rove the performance ofeMBKsfor the
require m = 121 keys to be fetched and m = 121 symmetric saMeKM an m pecfal HmBK reaize imrove

. I ~~~~~~~~~~~sameM and m. Specifically, HMBK realizes improve-cipheroperations. ~~~~~~ments over MBK by realizing an increase in n2 for the same

4A11 ID and secrets are values from Zq, thus calling for 20 bytes for p(nt) HMBK is actually a combination of MBK and the
each value as q is a 160-bit prime. KPS with probabilistic assurances proposed by Leighton
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and Micali, LM-KPS [6] defined by two parameters (k, L) The probability p(n) for HMBK is then
(see Section JJ-A.3, page ).
HMBK is defined by three parameters (M, m, L). As in p(n) = (1-C'(n))m (20)

MBK, the KDC chooses m sets of secrets5 s1 ... sm, where
each set consists of (M+1) secrets. All such secrets could As a first order approximation, it is easy to see that the
also be generated from a single master secret Mi chosen by expected value of 3is l 2L Thus
the KDC. n

However, the public function f() now produces two val- e '(n) (1 -2^ /(1 __)3n/2 = e(3n/2), (21)
ues - a log2 M-bit value and a log2 L-bit value, where L 3
is the maximum hash depth of the keys. For example, implying that HMBK can tolerate 3/2 times as many com-
for M = 1024 and L = 64, f(A,i) = [ai 11 ai] returns pminodsasMBK for te samevalue oma
a 16 bit integer - the first 10 bits determines the short-ID promised nodes as MBK for the same value of m and
1 < ai < M, and the last six bits determine the hash depth, k mM

1- . *j. L. The secrets assigned to node A are now The computational overheads for HMBK (compared to
MBK) is that in each of the m operations with secrets, a

SA = ,{KAj (al, j)}, where few repeated hash operations (L/6 on an average6) have to
Kia(ai j) = hai(Ki(ai ,j)) (16) be performed.

for 1 < i < m, 1 < j < M. In other words a secret B. Performance Comparisons
(Ki (ai, j) is repeatedly hashed a-i times before it is assigned Figure 1 depicts plots of n vs - log2(p) for MBK and

toA ashinMBK,jytw n HMBK. For MBK the parameters of m and M are cho-
Asi MBK, any two nodes can determine Tm elemen- sen to achlieve p(n) < 2 64Vn < 45000 Obiusy for

tary shared secrets. Recall that in MBK, for nodes A and n> 45000a (i) >2p-64 TTVey 45000l.iObvil(,) o64
B (with f(A,i) =ai and f(B,i) =bi), the secret corre- >400pi)>26.Thy-xsvles-lo() 6.sponing to(A,indexai i

d

K (a, i) K b), th) oreHMBK A y-axis value of 32 indicates that an attacker can exposehondweg to idexA h s Ki (ai, by) = Ki( bi, ai) . For HMBK one in 232 (or 4 billion) pairwise SAs. The plots are pro-
however, node A has secret Ka (ai, bi) and node B has se- vddfrtococso n-Tl=6 n n 4wt

Kbi vided for two choices of rn-rn1 =64 and m2 =24, withcret Kbi(al, bi) (where f(B, i) = bi |bi). The elementary the corresponding choice of M as M, = 217 and M - 219
shares Si, 1 < i < m are now computed as respectively. It is instructive to note that the design with

Si = Kjax(aixbi)(ai, bi). (17) lower m actually performs better for n larger than the de-
sign value (n = 45000) while larger m "over-performs" by

If _aj > bi, node B has to repeatedly hash its secret a larger margin for n < 45000. This is not surprising as the
K9bi (al, bi), repeatedly, (a-i -bi) times. This yields a com- choice lower m (and consequently higher M) is designed to
mon elementary shared secret Si = Kii (al, bi) between A be "storage optimal" for n = 4 x 45000.
and B (for index i, where 1 < i < n). Likewise, if bi > ai, The figure includes 2 plots for HMBK with the same
node A will have to hash its secret K,ci (al, bi), (bbi - ai) choices of m and M for L = 64. Note that HMBK (for
times. For each of the m indices, the shared secret between the same m and M) meets the design criteria (p < 2-64)
A and B is at a hash depth max(ai, bi). even for n = 70000 (an improvement of a factor 3/2 as seen

in the first order approximation.) Apart from being more
A. Analtysis efficient than MBK, HMBK also boasts a more graceful

In MBK a node C with f(C, i) = ci {aa, bi} has access degradation of security with increasing n. This property is
to the secret Si corresponding to index i between A and unfortunately not evident in the first-order approximation
B. However, for HMBK an additional condition has to be (c'(n) - c(3n/2)). The plots are calculated using Eq (20)
satisfied - which is cfi < max(ai, bi). For any i if we define (the first order approximation is not used for computing

21 - 1 the plots).
pl = Pr{max(a-i, bi) = 1} = 2P1 Pr{max(~~, b~) l} L2 V. CONCLUSIONS
ql = Pr{cj <. l} 1/L, 1 < I < L (18)

More often the efficiency of any KPS is regarded as the
the probability c' that any Si = Kimax(ai,bi) (ai, bi) is safe ratio the achievable collusion resistance to the number of
from an attacker (who has exposed all mM secrets from n keys that need to be stored by each node. In practical ap-
nodes) is plication scenarios, we argued that the number of keys that

L L /11 I_y n
need to be stored has a much lower impact on "resources"

= ZPX(i - Z 21- 1 (i /7) (19) 6Note that for each of the m shared secrets only one node has to
j= I j=1 / hash forward, on an average L/3 times as the expected value of the

difference between two randomly chosen hash depths between 1 and
50r m KDCs choose one set of secrets each. L is L/3.
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Fig. 1. Performance of MBK and HMBK for ml = 64, M1 = 217
and m2 = 24, M2 = 219. The thick lines are plots for HMBK
and the thin lines, MBK. The dashed lines are for m = 24 and
the continuous lines for m = 64. The values for m and M have
been chosen to guarantee p(45000) < 2-64 for MBK. For HMBK
L = 64. For HMBK with m = 24, p(220000) < 232.

than the number of secrets to be used for evaluation of
any security association, and the computational complex-
ity. For most existing KPSs the bottle-neck for increasing
the collusion resistance is offered by computational com-
plexity. For the proposed schemes the computational com-
plexity is trivial. The bottleneck is only available storage,
which facilitates realization of KPSs with high collusion
resistance as storage is the least expensive of all resources.
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